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41 ST IAEA GENERAL CONFERENCE TO CONVENE IN VIENNA

Monday, 29 September 1997 will mark the opening session of the 41 s t IAEA Gen-
eral Conference at the Austria Centre in Vienna. The week-long conference this year

commemorates the Agency's 40m anniversary and will be asked to approve the appoint-
ment of Dr. Mohamed ElBaradei as the IAEA's new Director General, succeeding Dr. Hans
Blix. High-level delegations from the IAEA's 125 Member States are expected to attend.
In addition to consideration of aspects of Agency policy and programmes, the Conference
will be asked to approve the budget for 1998 (about US$ 221.4 million), and to accept and
make pledges toward the target amount for contributions to the 1998 Technical Co-oper-
ation Fund ($71.5 million).

Other items of discussion include: measures to strengthen international co-operation
in nuclear, radiation and waste safety; economical production of potable water; use of iso-
tope hydrology for water resources management; effectiveness and efficiency of the
safeguards system; measures against illicit trafficking in nuclear materials and other
radioactive sources; implementation of the agreement between the IAEA and the Demo-
cratic People's Republic of Korea on application of safeguards in connection with the
Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons; implementation of UN Security
Council resolutions relating to Iraq; and application of IAEA safeguards in the Middle East.

An expanded scientific programme with sessions on nuclear energy and the environ-
ment, and on turning some military nuclear technology to peaceful use, is also planned.

Director General-Designate Mohamed ElBaradei is an Egyptian career diplomat with
a distinguished record of service to the IAEA and United Nations. He has served the IAEA
in various capacities since 1984. His initial appointment would be for a four-year term,
effective December 1997. Dr. Blix, who is retiring, has been IAEA Director General
since December 1981.

TJ ARTH SUMMIT REVISITED. States adopted a final document on global devel-
J—/opment at a Special Session of the UN General Assembly held 24 June 1997 in
New York. The special session was to review progress since the 1992 Rio Conference on
Environment and Development and covered issues dealing with energy, waste and climate
change.

In his address to the session, IAEA Director General Dr. Hans Blix said nuclear fis-
sion offered ways of generating vast amounts of electricity and heat without causing
acid rain or contributing to global warming, and without the risk that the fuel would run
out. The Director General noted that the stark reality since Rio was that global carbon diox-
ide emissions were going up, not down. In contrast, as reported by the International
Energy Agency of the OECD, nuclear power had accounted for the greater part of the low-
ering of the carbon intensity of energy economies of the OECD countries over the last 25
years. He reminded delegates in this context that, whereas a 1000 Megawatt nuclear
power plant discharged about 35 tonnes of spent fuel per year, a coal-fired plant of sim-
ilar capacity annually emits some 6.5 million tonnes of carbon dioxide alone.

Turning more specifically to the question of nuclear waste, on which the IAEA had been
made task manager at the Rio Summit, Dr. Blix reported that internationally agreed
safety standards on waste disposal had been adopted by the IAEA, and that a binding Con-
vention — as called for by the Commission on Sustainable Development — was expected
to be concluded later this year. The Convention, covering spent fuel and radioactive
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waste management, contained basic rules that were universally supported. It opened the
way for registration of sites with the IAEA and peer review of disposal practices among
the Parties. It also made reference to the IAEA's existing Code of Practice for Trans-
boundary Movements of Radioactive Waste. The Director General noted that, contrary to
popular belief, there was remarkable agreement among nuclear scientists and engineers
worldwide about the techniques and methods of disposing of all nuclear wastes, thus pro-
tecting present and future generations.

SAFE STORAGE OF RADIATION SOURCES. An IAEA-supported team of
experts is working in South America to help countries safely manage radiation

sources, in this case radium. Specifically, experts are carrying out technical activities to
condition radium sources for safe storage. With financial support from the United States,
the first radium conditioning operation has been carried out in Uruguay by an IAEA-sup-
ported expert team from Brazil. In total, 59 GBq (1586 mg) of radium was conditioned
in 31 stainless steel capsules emplaced in lead shields and finally placed in four specially
prepared 200 liter drums for safe interim storage. In addition to its support of expert
teams to condition radium sources, the IAEA is also providing detailed technical infor-
mation on the conditioning operations and expert advice to national conditioning teams.

Radium sources have been used for almost 100 years, primarily for cancer treatment.
Since the sources have unfavorable characteristics, they have been replaced with other radi-
ation sources and now almost all countries have stopped their use. The IAEA has estimated
that there are about 30,000 spent radium sources which need to be taken care of, many of
those in developing Member States. Due to the long half-life of radium, the sources
eventually need to be disposed of in deep geological repositories.

For many years, the IAEA has been giving advice on how conditioning of spent
radium sources for storage can be done, with the view of their eventual disposal. How-
ever, it is recognized that many countries do not have the technical infrastructure needed
to ensure that the conditioning operation can be done properly. To accelerate the progress,
the IAEA is implementing a new approach: hands-on assistance to those developing
Member States which have terminated their use of radium sources. Through this approach,
all identified spent radium sources throughout a country will be collected and treated in
one single campaign by an expert team, thereby solving the immediate national problem
with spent radium sources.

The radium conditioning concept (which is described in IAEA-TECDOC-886) is
based on enclosing and sealing the radium sources in stainless steel capsules which are
placed in a shielded storage container. This ensures safety of the sources for a storage
period of at least 40 years. If necessary, the capsules can be easily and safely retrieved for
further conditioning prior to disposal in deep geological repositories. — More information
may be obtained from the IAEA's Division of Nuclear Power and the Fuel Cycle.

IMPLEMENTATION OF IAEA SAFEGUARDS IN 1996. The IAEA Board of Gov-
ernors meeting in Vienna, from 9 - 1 3 June 1997, reviewed the implementation of

IAEA safeguards last year.
In 1996, the Secretariat did not find any indication of the diversion of nuclear mate-

rial, or of the misuse of any facility, equipment, or non-nuclear material which had been
declared and placed under safeguards. Therefore, it concluded that the nuclear material
and other items which had been declared and placed under safeguards remained in peace-
ful use or were otherwise accounted for. However, the IAEA is still unable to verify the
initial declaration made by the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK), and
the DPRK continues to be in non-compliance with its NPT safeguards agreement.

At the end of 1996, safeguards agreements were in force with 131 States (and Taiwan,
China). Of these, 68 States (and Taiwan, China) had nuclear activities and were inspected,
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the majority under comprehensive safeguards agreements arising from the NPT, the
Tlatelolco Treaty, the Rarotonga Treaty, and the "Guadalajara Declaration" (Agreement
between Argentina and Brazil for the exclusively peaceful use of nuclear energy). Safe-
guards were also implemented in five States with safeguards agreements covering spec-
ified nuclear or non-nuclear material, facilities or equipment and at designated installations
in the five nuclear weapon States.

There were 916 nuclear facilities and other locations which contained nuclear mate-
rial and were subject to IAEA safeguards at the end of 1996. Of these, 574 were inspected
at least once in 1996. A total of 2476 inspections were carried out, requiring 10 831
person-days of inspection effort. Inspections focused primarily on activities and locations
involving the production, processing or storage of nuclear material from which nuclear
weapons could be readily manufactured.

Strengthening of safeguards. In 1996, progress was made in the implementation of the
IAEA's programme for strengthening the effectiveness and improving the efficiency of the
IAEA's safeguards system. Certain measures, including the taking of environmental sam-
ples and the provision of additional information, were implemented under Part 1 of the pro-
gramme (measures which may be implemented under existing legal authority).

Democratic People's Republic of Korea. Upon the decision by the Board of Gover-
nors, and based on a request of the United Nations Security Council, the IAEA has
maintained a continuous inspector presence in the Nyongbyon area in the DPRK since May
1994. Since November 1994, the IAEA has continued to monitor the "freeze" on the
DPRK's graphite moderated reactors and related facilities. Some inspection activities, such
as the monitoring of the waste at the Radiochemical Laboratory (reprocessing plant)
and the measurements to determine the plutonium content of the spent fuel at the 5MW(e)
reactor, have still not been accepted by the DPRK. Some progress was made in the can-
ning of irradiated fuel rods removed from the graphite reactor. By the end of 1996 about
50% of these rods had been put into containers. There was no progress in the discussions
with the DPRK on the preservation of information that the IAEA deems necessary for the
verification of the completeness and correctness of the DPRK's initial declaration.

Iraq. The IAEA continued with the implementation of its Plan for the Monitoring and
Verification of Iraq's compliance with relevant Security Council resolutions through the
resident inspectors of the Nuclear Monitoring Group assisted by, and in co-ordination with,
the United Nations Special Commission for the Elimination of Iraq's Weapons of Mass
Destruction. In September, Iraq submitted what it declared was the "Full, Final and
Complete Declaration" of its nuclear programme. The IAEA is studying the document in
order to assess its completeness and correctness.

Verification of weapons origin material In September, the Secretary of Energy of the
United States, the Minister of Atomic Energy of the Russian Federation and the Director
General launched a trilateral initiative on practical ways to implement the statements made
by the Presidents of the two countries concerning IAEA verification of weapons origin
fissile material. A trilateral group was formed to address the various technical, legal and
financial issues.

Newly Independent States. Initial inventory verifications continued in Belarus, Kazak-
stan and Ukraine. Verifications were completed in Armenia and began in Uzbekistan. A
safeguards agreement has still to be negotiated with Georgia.
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RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT. At the request of the United States
Department of Energy (DOE), the IAEA and the Nuclear Energy Agency of the

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD/NEA) recently car-
ried out a peer review of the 1996 performance assessment of the waste isolation pilot plant
(WIPP) near Carlsbad in southeastern New Mexico. The facility has been sited and con-
structed to meet the criteria of the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for the safe,
long-term deposits of long-lived radioactive waste, such as transuranic waste.
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For the purpose of the review, NEA and the IAEA assembled an international team of

experts specialized in the assessment of long-term safety of nuclear waste disposal. The
primary focus of the review was on the technical soundness of the analyses and on the
DOE's approach to post closure performance assessment. It was conducted over a six-
month period beginning October 1996, on the basis of detailed documentation provided
by the DOE, a visit to the WIPP site and focussed discussion meetings between the
team of experts and DOE staff and contractors.

The final report, submitted to the DOE on 9 April 1997, concludes that the performance
assessment methodology is well-founded and the analyses reported in the formal license
application are, in the main, technically sound. The team of experts identified technical
areas deserving further attention relating to the physico-chemical conditions in the dis-
posal rooms after closure. The review also recognized that the DOE is already conduct-
ing work in these areas. — More information may be obtained from the IAEA's Division
of Nuclear Power and the Fuel Cycle or from OECD/NEA, Le Seine St. Germain 12,
Boulevard des lies, 92130 Issy-les Moulineaux, France.

• The Diplomatic Conference regarding the Joint Convention on the Safety of
Spent Fuel Management and on the Safety of Radioactive Waste Management
recently concluded at IAEA headquarters in Vienna. The Joint Convention covers appli-
cations in the civilian sector, including spent fuel held at reprocessing facilities as part of
a reprocessing activity. It obliges States to take appropriate steps for ensuring the safe and
environmentally sound management of radioactive waste and spent fuel, and for preventing
accidents with radiological consequences. An item for the adoption of the Joint Convention
is included in the agenda of the meetings of the IAEA Board of Governors in September.
• A Protocol to Amend the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Dam-
age and to Adopt a Convention on Supplementary Funding is expected to be adopted
at a Diplomatic Conference at IAEA Headquarters. The Protocol and Convention
deal with international liability for nuclear damage, including civil liability, interna-
tional State liability and the relationship between international civil liability and State lia-
bility. The draft Convention on Supplementary Funding is a free-standing instrument which
may be adhered to by all States irrespective of their participation in the existing con-
ventions. • IAEA Director General Hans Blix delivered the key note address for the
22nd Annual Symposium at the Uranium Institute. He called on Governments to
address the issue of how to meet growing global electricity needs while avoiding the risk
of more environmental and climate degradation. • The IAEA has published a new
booklet, presenting some of the Agency's recent experiences in applying sustainable
applications of nuclear science and technology in the developing world. IAEA Tech-
nical Co-operation: A Partner in Development highlights how nuclear technologies are
being used to generate electricity, advance industries, modernize agriculture and analyze
and control urban, industrial and marine pollution, among others. More information is avail-
able from the IAEA's Division of Public Information and the TC Programme Co-ordination
Section in the Department of Technical Co-operation. • Two more countries - Greece
and Peru - have added their names to the International Convention on Nuclear
Safety. Thirty-nine States are now parties to the agreement covering the safety of nuclear
power plants. • Malta and Burkina Faso have applied for membership to the IAEA.
Their application will go before the 41 s t General Conference convening September 29 in
Vienna, Austria.
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